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  Kushner LaGraize's News

September 2017

The KL team's thoughts and prayers are with our family, friends, and clients in Texas and
Florida that have been impacted by the recent hurricanes.

Kushner LaGraize, L.L.C's recent award

We are pleased to announce that Kushner LaGraize, L.L.C. has recently earned the honor of
being named an IPA 300 firm. This award was issued by Inside Public Accounting which is an
award-winning newsletter for the accounting profession.   They have ranked our firm as one of
the top 300 firms across the United States. Thank you again for trusting our firm to continue to
serve you!

David Kushner Speaks to Members of UNO's Beta Alpha Psi

David Kushner, CPA, CRFAC recently spoke to members at the UNO Beta Alpha Psi meeting.
The Beta Alpha Psi stated they are always very appreciative of David's informative presentations.
Thank you David for all your time and efforts in educating the local college campuses! 

Lagniappe

Kushner LaGraize recently held a family night for our employees and their families at Dave &
Buster's. Everyone enjoyed an evening of games, good food, and spirits.
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  Timely Opportunities

Are You Ready for the New IRS Partnership Audit Rules?
A new partnership audit regime goes into effect for the 2018 tax year that
assesses incremental taxes, penalties and interest at the partnership level.
However, many partnerships can elect to follow alternative rules. Here's
guidance on what's changing, including the importance of choosing a
partnership representative to handle audit matters. We've also got good news
for partnerships that missed the new tax filing deadline for the 2016 tax year.
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  Management

How To Recognize a Good Leader for Your Company
Ever wonder why it's so hard to find and hire the best people to lead your
organization? Too often, the bad apples get the press... like the manager who
diverts company funds or the supervisor who commits sexual harassment.
These are the people you hear about, in the news or just around the water
cooler. Good leaders generally get no press at all. So how do you separate
the wheat from the chaff?
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  Operations

Business Interruption Claims Require Professional Help
Collecting on insurance loss claims can take months after a company's
operations are forced to shut down temporarily because of a severe storm or
other devastating event. Click "Full Article" for the reasons why you should
seek advice from an accountant rather than go it alone if your company has
to file a claim under a business interruption insurance policy.
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  Latest Headlines

Uber stripped of London license, plans to appeal
 Reuters.com - Fri, 22 Sep 2017 09:29:24 -0400

 

Without U.S., 11 nations in TPP inch closer to a deal
 Reuters.com - Fri, 22 Sep 2017 07:21:46 -0400

 

Exclusive: T-Mobile, Sprint close to agreeing deal terms - sources
 Reuters.com - Fri, 22 Sep 2017 09:57:38 -0400

 

GE nears sale of its industrial unit to ABB: Bloomberg
 Reuters.com - Fri, 22 Sep 2017 06:52:23 -0400

 

Time Inc in talks to sell assets; warns on third-quarter ad revenue softness
 Reuters.com - Fri, 22 Sep 2017 08:58:01 -0400
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